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Description
Look & Feel for http://suite.tiki.org is currently (14.x) worse than expected. It seems as if no one could tweak the look and feel of that domain/perspective/whatever handles the suite.t.o layout/look&feel

Even http://tikisuite.org displays an enormous logo in firefox for me, I don't know why.
Maube it's a known temporary issue, but just in case, I'll drop an item here...

Importance
5

Easy to solve?
5

Priority
25

Demonstrate Bug (Tiki 19+)
Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tikiwiki.org

Version: trunk ▼ Create show2.tikiwiki.org instance
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Comments

Gary Cunningham-Lee 12 May 15 16:30 GMT-0000

What specifically is the problem? The site looks as expected, to me (the module configuration, etc. is similar to the other sites but I could have missed something due to the perspectives). Could you make a screenshot of what you see, or describe in more detail, please? Thanks.

Xavier de Pedro 13 May 15 09:15 GMT-0000

Hi Gary, yes, thanks for your feedback. Revisiting the issue, it's happening in Firefox for me (37.0.2 on GNU/Linux), see screenshot, left window. Using Chrome (Chromium 1.0.2272.76 Ubuntu 14.04 - 64-bit ) the header looks all right (except for when your window is reduced in width, as in the screenshot, right-hand-side window)

Gary Cunningham-Lee 13 May 15 11:37 GMT-0000

I see. This is something that needed to be worked out with module configuration, due to the long length of the suite.t.o site title and subtitle. What I did for now is make a second logo module for the suite.t.o perspective, and give it a Bootstrap class of visible-lg, which restricts its visibility to large displays. So the wrapping down into the main page area shouldn't happen now, or maybe only briefly when you resize the browser window. Small devices that load the site
won't see that module at all. I guess I should make another logo module for small displays. Actually this whole area of small-display views, especially for the site header/navbar area of the page, is a work in progress.

**Xavier de Pedro** 13 May 15
15:31 GMT-0000

Thanks Gary!

**Torsten Fabricius 😊** 13 May 15 16:06
GMT-0000

Hi Xavi,

I do not see a problem with FF 33.0 / Ubuntu 14.04

What is the expected design of suite.tiki.org ?

**Xavier de Pedro** 14 May 15
13:43 GMT-0000

yep, probably fixed already by chibaguy

In a previous comment I showed a screenshot where the display is different. closing the issue, therefore.

Thanks Gary! (and Torsten for testing & providing feedback also)

**lucia** 15 14 May 15
17:15 GMT-0000

Fixed "itself" somehow... ;) (nope, just kidding. I did some edits there)
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